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Angel Therapy Book
Angel Therapy is a book about healing the body, mind and spirit with help of Archangels. It's written by Amanda Hayward and she has been
helping people learn how to heal themselves for years. In this book you will learn how to communicate with Archangel Raphael and Haniel,
who are here to help you in all areas of your life! You will learn how to call upon them when you need their help. This means you will learn:
How to connect with both Archangel Raphael & Haniel How to feel their presence How to communicate with them How to heal with them
Follow along with Amanda as she guides you on a new spiritual path that will change your body, mind and spirit forever.
How to Hear Your Angels is a step-by-step manual on how to clearly receive messages from your angels and guides. The material was culled
from Doreen Virtue's best-selling book Messages from Your Angels and from her workshops. Doreen has been assigning this reading
material to her Angel Therapy Practitioner students for many years, and at their request has compiled the information in this handy book.
Within these pages, you'll discover your communication ''style'' so that you can more easily recognize the visions, words, thoughts, and
feelings you receive as Divine guidance. The book is filled with charts to help you discern the difference between true Divine guidance and
the voice of the ego, and it will help you engage in clear and understandable conversations with Heaven.
"Archangel Gabriel is the famous messenger angel from the Christmas story of Luke. In this compelling book, Doreen Virtue offers more
information on the history and characteristics of Gabriel, to increase your knowledge of and connection with this remarkable angel. Gabriel
is still with us, helping people be messenger angels--including teachers, writers, musicians, and artists--and helping parents conceive, adopt,
and raise their children. You'll read true stories of people who were miraculously aided by Gabriel, and learn how you, too, can receive
assistance with your messenger work and parenting."--Www.amazon.com.
This book names the principle Archangels and shows how to commune with angels. It gives advice on how to make preparations for
invoking angels and looks at the different tools that can be used to help you communicate with angels.
Legions of loving and trustworthy archangels watch over us, and you can develop an even closer relationship with them by learning their
names and specialties. In this uplifting nondenominational book, Doreen Virtue guides you in connecting with her 15 favorite archangels;
and you ll read true stories from people who received protection, miraculous healings, and amazing guidance from these beloved heavenly
beings. Archangels want to help each and every one of you live healthier and happier lives. As unlimited beings, archangels can assist
everyone simultaneously, and this fascinating book will teach you which archangels to call upon for various situations. Whether you re
new to working with angels, or someone who has believed in angels all your life, you ll want to refer to Archangels 101 again and again.
Angel Therapy: Healing Messages for Every Area of Your Life, is by Doreen Virtue, Ph.D., bestselling author of Losing Your Pounds of Pain,
Constant Craving, The Yo-Yo Diet Syndrome, The Lightworker's Way, and much more. Angel Therapy is a two-part book. The first part is set
up in an A-to-Z subject format, with the second part being a step-by step guide on "how to communicate with your angels." In Angel
Therapy, you will learn new ways of looking at, and fresh ways of handling issues and common problems such as addictions, breakups,
children, sleep, worry, and many more!
Get even more depth from your angel tarot readings with Radleigh Valentine's comprehensive guide to the use of, and the in-depth
symbolism behind, Angel Tarot Cards. In The Big Book of Angel Tarot, best-selling author Radleigh Valentine follows up his groundbreaking
work Angel Tarot Cards with the definitive guide to the mystical art of tarot. By removing the fear, worry, and secrecy from the process,
Radleigh is reintroducing the world to this language of the Divine, without diminishing any of the amazing accuracy and detailed
information that tarot is known for. This fascinating book takes you card by card through the journey of The Dreamer in the Major Arcana,
fully explaining all of the magical symbolism found throughout tarot. You'll come to understand the importance of each suit of the Minor
Arcana and its relevance to your daily life, as well as develop a firm grasp of the court cards by getting to know each and every one as if
they're real people. Radleigh reveals the incredible insights into your questions and concerns that arise from various card spreads-and also
teaches you how to create your own! (Previously published as The Big Book of Angel Tarot by Doreen Virtue and Radleigh Valentine)
Learn about the archangels who work with your birth chart in Doreen Virtue s Angel Astrology 101. Co-authored by the widely published
astrologist and Angel Therapist Yasmin Boland, this is the first book to combine angelology and astrology. The 12 beautifully illustrated and
easy-to-understand chapters describe the personality characteristics of each of the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Rising
(Ascendant) signs, as well as which archangels to call upon in association with them. Angel Astrology 101 is perfect for anyone who is new
to these subjects̶but it also offers plenty of fresh insights and material for those who have long worked with either astrology or the
angels.
Don't Let Anything Dull Your Sparkle
An Introduction to Connecting, Working, and Healing with the Angels
Healing with the Fairies
Angel Therapy Oracle Cards
Angel Therapy
Angel Medicine
Healing with the Angels
Daily Guidance from Your Angels
Inviting Angels into Your Life
Thank You, Angels

Flower Therapy is the art of working with flowers, flower essences, and angels for
healing, manifestation, and abundance. With flowers as your allies, your dreams really
can come true, and you’ll see that nature truly has the ability to heal! In this book,
Doreen Virtue and Robert Reeves give in-depth information about 88 common flowers,
illustrated with gorgeous, full-color photographs. You’ll find out about the flowers’
energetic and healing properties, discover which angels are connected to each one, and
learn to associate different species with the various chakras (beyond simply categorizing
them by color). In addition, there’s a loving, channeled message of guidance and support
directly from each flower’s energy. Doreen and Robert also share with you new and
exciting ways to work with Flower Therapy: Create custom bouquets for dear friends.
Gather wildflowers to heal and deepen your spirituality. Or choose the perfect blooms for
your garden to enhance your connection to the angels. They discuss flower essences,
picking fresh blossoms, and purchasing floral arrangements. You’ll even be guided through
energetic clearing methods and receive detailed instructions about how to perform a
Flower Therapy reading. While flowers have an energy that must be experienced, it’s not
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necessary for you to gather any in order to do so. The photos inside, which have been
infused with healing energy, are all you need to begin your journey. So, whether you have
a green thumb or not, Flower Therapy can start making a difference in your day . . . and
bring blessings into your life!
This book connects you with Heaven's help to fill in the gaps of manifestation teaching.
We all think we know what we want, but we don't know that what we want will actually
bring us happiness. This book encourages us to step back from whatever it is we are
dreaming about, recheck our priorities, work on potential karmic and past-life blocks we
may not have known about, and then move forward with a more open mind that is less prone
to attracting disappointment. Once you take more responsibility for your thoughts and
energy/emotions, you'll be able to fine-tune your life and use your God-given power of
manifestation to attract benefits rather than obstacles. You'll learn how to: -Work with
Divine Timing and the Power of Prayer with Archangel Sandalphon -Frame Your Desires
through Visualization and Affirmations with Archangel Gabriel -Harness the Power of Your
Inner Passion with Archangel Nathaniel -Clear Your Fears of Happiness with Archangel
Michael -Release Karmic Attachments and Cut Past-Life Cords with Archangel RazielHeal
from Past Pain with Archangel Raphael
Messages from Your Angels is a sequel to the bestselling Angel Therapy, 75,000 sold! This
is a channeled book that contains uplifting and fresh information from the angelic realm.
The angels, including Archangel Michael, provide healing messages that help readers to
heal from emotional pain, find their life's purpose, understand their love life, and make
decisions about important life areas. Doreen receives many letters from people who find
Angel Therapy a steady source of comfort and guidance. Many people keep Angel Therapy
next to their bed, and open it randomly, like an oracle. Messages from Your Angels will
offer new levels of comfort, inspiration, and guidance, and will function as a divination
tool as well.
In the same way that "The Indigo Children" was a phenomenon that was much talked-about,
before the book came out and explained it, "Earth Angels" is a topic of much discussion
among spiritually minded people world-wide. Four years ago, Doreen Virtue wrote an
article on the topic, and then a chapter in her book, "Healing with the Angels," and then
more information in "Healing with the Fairies." Since that time, Doreen has been flooded
with letters from people who resonate with the idea, requesting more information. "Earth
Angels" will be the first book devoted to the topic. Doreen will describe the five
different types of lightworkers: Incarnated Angels (those who had previous lives as
angels, but who are now here as humans); Incarnated Elementals (those whose previous
lives were in the elemental kingdom, as fairies, elves, etc.); Starpeople (those who have
lived the majority of their past lives on other planets); Walk-In's (those who came from
a high spiritual realm and walked-in to another person's life, as that soul gladly exited
their body); and Reincarnated Sorcerers, Sorceresses, and Wizards (those whose most
recent past life was during Arthurian or Atlantian times, when they practiced high
magic). The book will include dozens of case studies; a fascinating analysis of an
extensive survey that Doreen has conducted among people who identify with the five types
of Earth Angels; and guidance to help readers to feel happier about their lives, their
own idiosyncrasies, and their missions.
Dreams are gateways to other worlds, times, and planes of existence. They are sacred
portals through which we receive powerful messages from Source, often in the form of
symbols brought to us by our dream guide and the angels. In this book, Doreen Virtue and
Melissa Virtue discuss where dreams come from, how to interpret them, what role angels
play, and whom to call upon for guidance. You’ll gain tools to enhance your dreamtime
journeys, including techniques for creating your own dreams and improving your recall
upon awakening. In addition, you’ll learn to identify the different types of dreams by
reading personal stories and interpretations that will help you decode your dream
messages.
Archangel Raphael is among the top angels - for his powerful strength and capacity to
heal any illness. This book is all you need to know about getting in touch with Archangel
Raphael, and outlines the many ways he can help you in your own life. Whether it's a lifethreatening condition, a painful injury, or an annoying health issue, Archangel Raphael
is able to heal it! In this inspiring book, Doreen Virtue shows you why Archangel Raphael
has long been regarded as the healing angel. He's a nondenominational miracle worker who
helps everyone who asks. The true stories of miraculous healings within these pages will
give you hope and faith that heaven does hear you. You'll read the ways in which Raphael
answers your prayers, and learn how to recognize his health-saving advice. You'll also
discover how Raphael guides current and aspiring healers, as well as how he can help your
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friends and loved ones, including your pets.
In this enlightening work, Virtue teaches the many ways in which the Archangel Michael
brings peace to people everywhere. The book includes fascinating true stories of how
Michael has protected people while driving, safeguarded their children, and more.
Studies have shown it takes only 21 days for a new habit to take root. If there's a
spiritual skill you've always wanted to take advantage of, the answer is only 21 days
away with the 21 Days to Mastery Series. Doreen Virtue is the creator of Angel Therapy®,
a system that allows you to connect with the heavenly power of angels. Angels can be
called on to help with all of your problems: health, love, friendship, pets or even
machinery! In just 21 days, you'll discover the method to contact these incredible
celestial powers. Following some of Doreen Virtue's best-loved texts about getting in
touch with archangels, ascended masters and all other powerful spiritual beings, this
quick and easy to follow course is perfect for daily use. Whenever you're faced with a
problem, you can call on the angels. This guide puts their power into your hands,
wherever you are.
Angels 101
21 Days to Improve Communicating with Your Angels
The Angel Experience
The Miracles of Archangel Gabriel
Quantum Angel Healing
The Miracles of Archangel Michael
Proof of Angels
Earth Angels
The Essential Doreen Virtue Collection
Energy Therapy and Communication with Angels
Describes the process of spiritual healing using the methods of Angel Therapy, outlining how to communicate with heaven for the
healing of oneself and others.
Begin each morning by communing with your angels, using the 365 channeled meditations in this beautiful gift edition by best-selling
author Doreen Virtue. Each page offers a comforting and uplifting message that sets a positive and healing tone for the day. This
material also functions as a divination tool, as you can ask a question and open the book to a thought that provides guidance,
support, answers, and encouragement. Daily Guidance from Your Angels will keep you centered in peacefulness throughout the
day, and will help you remember that your angels are always beside you, ready to assist you with every area of your life. A beautiful
ribbon bookmark bound into the spine is the perfect way to easily mark your place, both morning and evening. This book makes the
perfect gift for those you love . . . including yourself!
Angels.
This easy-to-use deck is appropriate for beginners as well as those experienced with divination cards. Angel Therapy is a powerful
healing and guidance process that involves working with your guardian angels and the archangels (particularly Michael and
Raphael). These oracle cards and the enclosed guidebook give you action steps to take that will initiate healing; help you release
fears and emotional blocks; and give you messages about your life purpose, relationships, manifestations, and more.Each card
features a gorgeous painting of angels and a message or answer for you, and is suitable for both children and adults. The
guidebook walks you through the steps for giving an oracle reading for yourself or others, and outlines the extended meanings
behind each card.
Bestselling author, Doreen Virtue, brings you this enlightening book on connecting with your inner calling; recognition of your higher
purpose; and spiritual power for healing. Doreen describes her innate spiritual gifts, such as psychic communication and spiritual
healing abilities. She tells us how we all have these innate gifts, and provides The Lightworker's Way as a guidebook on how to
bring these abilities to fruition. The Lightworker's Way will help you to set your spirit free, teaching you how to have miracles in your
life as an everyday experience. It tells you how to divinely plan your life, heighten your psychic receptivity, open your third eye, make
peace with God, and much, much, more.
Guide to Working and Healing with Divinities and Deities. Archangels and Ascended Masters is a thoroughly researched book in a
lively encyclopedia format, listing 77 divinities from Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Asian, Babylonian, Tibetan, Buddhist, Celtic,
Theosophical, New Age, Catholic, Cabalistic, Jewish, and Christian roots. Doreen Virtue carefully studied and wrote about the
history of each of the deities, what role they serve today, how they can help us with specific life problems, and how to call upon
each one. Doreen spent time in communication with each divinity to ensure that the being was reachable, and to discover the
essence of his or her personality and current dealings with the world - and within these pages, she includes a channeled message
or impression from each of the ascended masters and archangels. Many of her channelings were conducted at power points
throughout the world, such as Stonehenge in England; the Irish coast; Kona, Hawaii; and the New Zealand rain forest. A
comprehensive chart lists a number of life situations such as Addictions, Finding a Soulmate, Emergency Money, Healing Physical
Illness, and various personal and family concerns. Beneath each topic is a list of whom to call upon when dealing with that particular
challenge. Doreen also includes prayers to help you call upon multiple divinities for specific issues such as ''increased clairvoyance''
and ''resolving conflict.''
The Angel Experience is a complete angel healing workshop in one book. Interactive and practical, the step-by-step learning
programme will guide you towards greater understanding and wisdom. - Exercises help you to tailor the book to your needs Journaling sections allow you to write your own experiences directly into the book - Includes revision work and more advanced
exercises With practical downloadable digital tracks featuring meditations and inspirational music to bring you into a receptive state
for deeper work. This book provides a personalized, practical and direct experience of the profound healing that can be yours when
you connect with your angels. Going far beyond a reference guide, The Angel Experience is more like a personal tutor, leading you
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through key ideas and concepts via inspirational and holistic hands-on exercises and rituals. Interactive exercises help you to tailor
the book to your needs Journaling sections allow you to write your own experiences directly into the book The step-by-step learning
programme guides you to revision work and more advanced exercises. An exclusive audio download featuring meditations and
inspirational music will bring you into a receptive state for deeper workFeaturing case studies throughout that allow you to gauge
your experience against those of others, this holistic, integrated and practical guide is your personal angel workshop in a book.
When a group of powerful fairies contacted Doreen Virtue, her life became an enchanting story of healings, manifestation, and true
love. Healing with the Fairies is Doreen's very personal story of how the fairies helped her deal with a divorce and prepare herself
for a spiritually based relationship. In this truly inspired book, you'll read how the fairies introduced Doreen to her lifelong soulmate,
a man who she later discovered was the boy-next-door she'd had a childhood crush on. You'll also learn, along with Doreen, about
the fairies' incredible powers of manifestation. Doreen shares what the dolphins, mermaids, dragonflies, and other members of the
elemental kingdom taught her. You'll see that the fairies have the ability to help you create and attract miracles, and this book can
teach you how to work with them to empower and heal your entire life!
Angels of Abundance
Flower Therapy
Archangels and Ascended Masters
Angel Detox
The Big Book of Angel Tarot
Angel Words
Your Complete Angel Workshop Book with Audio Downloads
The Definitive Book on the Reality of Angels and the Surprising Role They Play in Each of Our Lives
Assistance and Support from the Angelic Realm
Heaven's 11 Messages to Help You Manifest Support, Supply, and Every Form of Abundance

Difficult relationships and challenging situations all come down to one thing- drama. In this groundbreaking book, Doreen Virtue
guides you through the process of determining your Drama Quotient. You'll discover how much stress you are unnecessarily
tolerating and absorbing from other people and the situations you find yourself in. Doreen explains the physiological reasons why
you can become addicted to high-drama relationships, jobs, and lifestyles, and how to heal from this cycle. You'll come to understand
why traumatic events from the past may have triggered post-traumatic symptoms, including anxiety, weight gain, and addictions-and
you'll learn natural and scientifically supported methods for restoring balance to your body and your life. Doreen show you how toDeal with relatives, friends, and co-workers who are 'hooked' on drama Assess your own level of drama addiction Stop allowing
negativity in your life Relieve stress and bring about inner peace Go on an overall Drama Detox to clear away negativity, and let
your light shine through!
Work with the Angels to Detox Your Body and EnergyDetoxing with the help of your angels is a gentle way to release impurities from
your body, reduce fatigue, and heal addictions. Best-selling author Doreen Virtue and naturopath Robert Reeves teach you simple
steps to increase your energy and mental focus, banish bloating, feel and look more youthful, and regain your sense of personal
power. In the process, you’ll rid your life of physical toxins, as well as negative emotions and energies. Angel Detox guides you stepby-step on how to detox your diet, lifestyle, and relationships. You’ll learn how to minimize or eliminate cravings for unhealthful
food and substances, feel motivated, and enjoy wellness in all areas of your life. This book also includes 7-Day Detox Plans for those
wanting to quit smoking or drinking, or to flush out environmental pollution.
A powerful, step-by-step manual for living joyfully with the help of the angels and Archangels • Offers simple and practical exercises
to connect with 15 Archangels, access angelic help and healing, and manage your energy levels and higher vibration in a chaotic
and demanding world • Explains when each Archangel becomes active, notes their color and associated crystal, and offers a
visualization to connect with each angel • Shows how to safely open the channel to communicate with the angelic realm and how to
co-create with the angels Angels come to us in many ways: through the lyrics of a song we hear, a timely hand on the shoulder, or a
book we happen upon. Angels come to our aid to help us feel safe and help our hearts open wide, so our light and our love shine
through. After a powerful visit from an angel helped her transform her fast-paced, chaotic, and addiction-filled Manhattan banker
lifestyle, author Kathryn Hudson decided to pay it forward and help others discover that each of us is surrounded by angels to help
us. In this book, she shows how to safely open the channel to communicate with the angelic realm in order to access the help the
angels are so willing to provide. She offers simple and practical exercises for connecting with 15 Archangels and shows how each of
these Archangels brings specific Divine qualities to assist and support you. She explains when each Archangel becomes active, notes
a color and a crystal associated with them, and offers a unique visualization exercise to connect with the essence of the individual
angel, inviting this quality into your life. Each angel also provides a powerful message about this turning point in human evolution.
Exploring inner child work, chakra practices, and exercises for purification and harmonization of relationships, Kathryn reveals the
importance of releasing the weight of the past in order to open up to angelic guidance about the future. Working with angelic
healing, she shows how to handle our energy levels in a chaotic and draining world and maintain a higher vibration. Taking you
from simple questions and requests to direct experience and actual co-creation with the angelic realm, this guide reveals how to team
up with our friends in high places to open your heart and live out your highest and best version of yourself in this life.
When Doreen Virtue visited Santorini Island in Greece recently, she was contacted by a powerful group of angels calling themselves
the "angels of Atlantis." Doreen was then taken on an amazing spiritual adventure, where she uncovered the ancient secrets of the
healing temples of the lost civilizations of Atlantis. Doreen found that her previous healing work with the angels, as well as the
thousands of case studies of angelic healing that she’d amassed over the years, dovetailed perfectly with the messages from the
angels of Atlantis. Part spiritual adventure story and part reference book, Angel Medicine is a three-part work that relates the
exciting story of Doreen’s recovery of memories of Atlantean healing methods along with messages from the Egyptian and Greek
prophet and deity Hermes and the angels. The second and third parts of the book reveal the scientific studies, case studies, methods,
and charts supporting the importance of love and light in healing. Whether you want to heal yourself or someone else, you’re sure to
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gain additional faith and understanding from reading Angel Medicine.
In March 2015, millions worldwide were captivated by news reports of the dramatic rescue of an 18-month old girl, Lily Groesbeck,
who'd somehow survived fourteen hours in an overturned car, submerged in an icy-cold Utah river, after her mother apparently lost
control of the vehicle. Police officers arrived at the scene and heard a woman's voice spurring them on: 'Please hurry, there isn't
much time.' Yet, once the two victims were recovered, it was clear the voice could not have come from Lily's mother: she'd been killed
on impact. How to explain this modern-day miracle? Ptolemy Tompkins, New York Times bestselling collaborator, with the help of
responding officer, Tyler Beddoes will do just that. PROOF OF ANGELS will be the first mainstream trade book to effectively
address a topic that has captivated individuals across cultures, age groups and religious beliefs for centuries. This deeply engaging,
hard-hitting book is poised to do for angels what PROOF OF HEAVEN, the internationalbestseller by Eben Alexander on which
Ptolemy Tompkins collaborated, did for Near Death Experiences. Tyler Beddoes' compelling story launches a sweeping inquiry into
the evidence supporting the existence of spiritual beings. Weaving real-life stories into a rich narrative exploring the history, nature
and significance of angels in our lives, this book will appeal to the enormous audience who have bought books such as PROOF OF
HEAVEN. PROOF OF ANGELS is poised to join the ranks of major bestselling inspirationaltitles by offering readers not only a
highly entertaining look into a universally fascinating topic but by also delivering afresh, well-constructed and deeply reassuring
message: we are not alone.
Explores how spiritual messages can help to produce positive results in life by asking God for guidance, visualizing success, and
focusing on goals.
Best-selling author and "angel lady" Doreen Virtue has written her first book for children! Thank You, Angels! introduces young
children to the world of angels and teaches them how these heavenly beings can help them in many ways. Kids will learn how to ask
an angel for help, how to recognize an angel’s voice, and what signs angels may use to let kids know that they’re there. This book
offers children a sense of comfort and peace by showing them that they’re never alone.
International best-selling author Doreen Virtue is a doctor of psychology and lifelong clairvoyant who has written extensively about
angels, psychic development, and mind-body-spirit topics. Now three of her most popular books are collected in this single volume: •
In Angel Therapy, Doreen delivers the angelic realm’s messages of comfort and guidance that can help you with troubling emotions
such as depression, boredom, confusion, and anger; and issues associated with careers, relationships, parenting, and much more.
Allow the angels’ words to heal your thoughts and beliefs, transforming them into empowering and loving viewpoints. • In Healing
with the Angels, Doreen teaches esoteric and practical methods that can help you work more closely with your angels. You’ll read
transcripts of Doreen’s angel-reading sessions and learn what the angels have to say about life after death, the future of our planet,
and finding your Divine purpose. Also included is an exploration of the fascinating world of elementals and nature angels, as well as
powerful angel affirmations and prayers for healing and manifesting. • Archangels & Ascended Masters is a thoroughly researched
book in a lively encyclopedia format, listing 77 divinities from Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Asian, Babylonian, Tibetan, Buddhist,
Celtic, Theosophical, New Age, Catholic, Cabalistic, Jewish, and Christian roots. Doreen carefully studied and wrote about the
history of each of the deities, what role they serve today, how they can help us with specific life problems, and how to call upon each
one. The Essential Doreen Virtue Collection is the perfect read for anyone who is looking to learn more about the angels and
spirituality, as well as for those who want to finally have their favorite Doreen books together in one handy volume!
How the Angels Can Assist You in Every Area of Your Life
Messages from Your Angels
The Lightworker's Way
Attract a Life of Happiness, Purpose, and Fulfillment with Heaven's Help
The Healing Miracles of Archangel Raphael
Archangels 101
How to Hear Your Angels
Angel Astrology 101
Angel Dreams
The Essential Guide to Symbols, Spreads, and Accurate Readings
Identifying and transforming the true cause of an illness or difficult life situation is a very complex task. Through connecting and communicating
with angels, Quantum Angel (QA) Practitioners help those living with pain access the divine matrix and restore health and balance by applying
the "Angel Healing Formula."QA Healing applies fundamental concepts of quantum physics to perform healing, either hands-on or at a distance.
It uses diagnostic intuition, clairvoyance, telepathy, energy healing, and prayer and goes beyond physical death and integrates nonphysical helpers
in the process.
You Are Surrounded by the Healing Love of Angels! Healing with the Angels is a practical how?to guide that reveals how to work with angels to
improve your health. Much of the book discusses the various ways that angels heal our physical health, and gives specific spiritual healing
methods based upon the author's case studies. The angels also heal our mental and emotional health, and the case studies show how depression,
anxiety, sleep disorders, and other common maladies can be lifted with "angel therapy." Topics include: Angel therapy for illness; healing others
with angels; angelic messages about weight, exercise, and diet; sleep therapy from the angels; angelic clearing of psychological and emotional
issues; healing away addictions and obsessions; and how the angels can heal us of worry, guilt, and other destructive mental habits.
When Doreen and her son Grant Virtue were recording podcasts, they noticed that whenever she said the word angel, the recording graphics were
shaped like angel wings! So they studied the other words she said and realized that those with a spiritual or loving basis had large graphs. So they
experimented with saying negative words and found that their appearance was completely different: tight and small. Similar to Masaru Emoto’s
work with water crystals, Angel Words gives visual proof of the power and impact of speaking in a loving way. You’ll come to understand why
positive words express the most energy and therefore have the most power to manifest your dreams. You'll also see how negative words have low
energy and read how they can actually draw negative experiences to you. This unforgettable book will immediately motivate you to choose
positive words!
This primer on celestial beings provides a non-denominational overview of whoangels are and what their role can be in people's lives.
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Doreen Virtue has taught her Angel Therapy Practitioner course since 1997, helping thousands to learn the skills of spiritual healing and psychic
readings in concert with the angels and archangels. Now, she has amassed the tools, secrets, and exercises that she teaches her students in a
comprehensive handbook. Whether you’re a professional healer, or just want to polish your natural spiritual gifts, this handbook is a vital
reference tool that you can refer to again and again.
How the Angels Can Assist You in Every Area of Your Life. Healing with the Angels is an inspirational work that reveals how to work with the
angels to improve your physical, mental, and emotional health. The author's case studies show how depression, anxiety, sleep disorders, and other
common maladies can be lifted with angel therapy. Topics...
Rescued by Angels
How To Heal Your Body, Mind, and Spirit With The Help Of Archangels Raphael and Haniel
Manifesting with the Angels
The Angel Therapy Handbook
A Comprehensive Guide to Angel Therapy
How to Break Free of Negativity and Drama
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